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1, The present Note supplements the - communic.ation of .UAR, tjoyernment to

ECA and treat's"of some' aspects of the establishment -of ,Training. Centres in

Aerial Surveys in Africa. . . ■ . .... ..^ . . .. , , ■•■. _ \ . .■ •:-, ■" -

2. Training in^aerial: surveying ;i.s: usually treated under three headings

■ . ' ,(&) the training;--of■.Qp0i»tora^':: ■'■■■■' ■ : ''■■■ ' V

- ..,. (l?,): the training- of technicians /■■.;■

(c) the training of engineers = : '•■" ■■

(a) An operator is a person who was taught the drill of performing ;

a certain sequence of operations according..to .prescribed rules, r

He must have learnt ,to respect both .the permissible limits of

error set for each operation .and the schedule time. Selection

of trainees must be.based, on considerations of. temperament.and

the" general level ;of intelligence,. .They, sho.uld^hayphad-; aft, .5,--

least ten years.of regular schooling* Elementary mathematics

and the first principles of the'corresponding field techniques
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should form the first part of the training course, thus

preparing the trainee for a simplified presentation of the

principles of the aerial method to be followed by conscient- ".,-,

ions coaching. The importance'of; the proper selection and1 the ' '

adequate training of the operators' can-not be over-emphasized,.-.,

for an operator who lacks in character or basic knowledge will ■

sure enough mess the production one day and may put the whole

establishment in embarrassing situations.

(b) Let us now consider the other two levels. Many would probably

agree to describe the 'technician1 as the1 person who can be

trusted to look after a group of operators and be responsible

for their work. But this is exactly what can be charged to an

intelligent senior operator who acquired a distinguished skill

through direct contact^witii.^he. .problems, of production over a

few years. It follows that the air survey technicians and

operators form one team who may more appropriately be called

1 technical assistants'.

■ .-,(?) .^responsibility for project planning, interpretation of results.

, . . general supervision and development work must of necessity rest'

upon a team of 'specialists'. Prospective trainees for the level

of specialist must be academically qualified in their respective

fields. ;" Their training :in aerial techniques must include a

thorough study of the theory and 'the principles of design of the

instruments, A good background in mathematics and the physical

sciences is essential,, ' ; . ' ■ ■ : ■ .

3. . It may therefore be suggested that; the levels of training at SCA

training centres are in fact two, not three, viz.' ' '

-. , . . Technical assistant

... . . Specialist

4. Ovx approach to the problem of training at the two levels was out

lined .at Nairobi and had teon ailuke'dto at Geneva. In'"brief,

■ W Hecruit'S,.for the first leyel were, selected from the graduates
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of the Survey School of the Survey of Sgypt who had passed the

first part of the Secondary School Certificate before entering

the School where they were given two-year course in elementary

mathematics and field survey methods. Their training in aerial

methods was the responsibility of the Air Survey Division-

Trainees for the Crop Survey project (photogrammetry plus photo-

interpretation) were selected from young people who had obtained

, the Secondary School Certificate in Agriculture.

(b) The problem of training at the Specialist Level was tackled along

two linesj

(i) Offering opportunities for advanced studies in aerial

surveying and the related subjects to university graduates

who took honours degrees in mathematics, engineering,

geology and agriculture?

(ii) Arranging to have members of the Survey establishments

registered for higher university degrees in aerial survey

ing in UAR universities., and to have members of the staff

of these universities undertake research work under super

vision at the Survey Research Unit of the Survey of Egypt,

5. If an BCA training centre were established in Cairo the services of

the specialists mentioned above could be made available for teaching in

addition to other contributions which the UAR government would consider

when the detailed programmes of the centres have been made known.


